The evidences of the hidden mass boson existence are presented following the fruitful ideas of M. Planck and A. Einstein and using empirical data of modern physics. Within this article main parameters of this mass particle are predicted and its possible structure is analyzed. Moreover, the close system of nonlinear conservative equations and the spread system of Maxwell linear equations are written in the frame of phenomenological description of the hidden mass continuous medium. The displacement current, the Umov-Pointing vector and the physical vacuum polarization have been described adequately in our paper. We discuss some applications of our methodology for simulations of nature and technical device processes. In particular, numerical solutions for cosmic jets and air breathing engines are shown.
Introduction
Corresponding to experimental data the density distribution of equilibrium electromagnetic radiation in all frequency range was found by empirical way in 1900 by M. Planck (see, for example, [1] ), and is usually written as       -34 J·s-the Planck's constant, k = 1.38 × 10 -23 kg(m/s) 2 /K-the Boltzmann's constant, T-the absolute temperature. To confirm his formula Planck made the hypothesis that the energy of microscopic objects may accepted only the discrete value, which is proportional by minimal energy hν of virtual resonators.
In connection with this famous formula A. Einstein in 1913 year wrote [2] : "Until now this formula is exactly confirmed by an empirical data, which give numerical values h and k. The great triumph of this paper consists in following. The constant k is taken from the known Boltzmann's principle, where it is determined by relation
R k N 
Taken from radiation measurement value k gives, therefore, N, e.g. perfectly accurate the absolute molecule value: to be found, that such way determination of a molecule value is in good correlation with results, getting from the gas theory. Till now there are known another ways for exact determination of N, that brightness confirm the Planck results."
The fruitful Planck and Einstein ideas, applied to a few last decades of experimental data, light up the future ways of theoretical physics development. Together with L. Boltzmann's ideas [3] and knowing his constant k they come to the necessity of Hidden Mass Boson (HMB). Even the absence of positive experimental results for the Higgs boson search [4] on the Large Hadrons Collider [5] cannot be a fatal complication for the Standard Model of physics. The responsibility for the baryonic matter birth may consider itself the HMB.
Background Radiation Temperature
One of the important achievements of experimental astrophysics of the second half of the XX century was the discovery of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation. The existence of this radiation was predicted by George Gamov in 1948. According to his idea of the origin of the Universe as a result of the Big Bang, the current radiation appeared at the initial stages of the development of the Universe and it was "severed" from the matter spreading this radiation and so far it has cooled off to a very low temperature. The temperature of CMB was predicted by Gamov also (accurate within 7 K). In 1955 the post graduate radio astronomer T.A. Shmaonov in the Pulkovo Observatory experimentally observed noise microwave radiation with the absolute value of the effective temperature 4 ± 3 K. After Shmaonov had defended his dissertation, he also published the article [6] .
In 1966 CMB was registered by the American astrono-mers A. Penzias and R. Wilson [7] . The careful researches of the last decades showed that the distribution of the radiated density does not depend on the direction of its registrations, and that it corresponds to the equilibrium radiation of a black body with the T 0 = 2.725 K. These properties of radiation discuss the possibility that we don't have the case with transformed radiation of stellar objects but with the independent substation filling the entire Universe. According to Ja. B. Zeldovich [8] CMB was sometimes called "new ether". This name was given as a result of dipole anisotropy discovery of CMB at the middle of 70-year [9] . This circumstance allows the introduction of the absolute cosmological frame of reference in the vicinity of our own Galaxy where the background radiation is isotropic (accurate within smallscale fluctuations). Before the discovery of CMB with the final value of the temperature T 0 it was thought that the temperature in the vacuum of cosmic space is T = 0 K and the pressure of the vacuum is p = 0. These values conformed to the properties of carries of electromagnetic radiations-photons with their rest mass m = 0, the velocity of their moving in a free space can be equal to the speed of light in vacuum c = 2.998 × 10 8 m/s only, their impulse P and energy E that connect with each other by the formula E = Pc. The photons do not cooperate with each other, and their totality behaves as ideal gas (with the adiabatic index κ = 4/3).
However, the discovery of the final temperature of CMB T 0 = 2.725 K should cardinally change the situation. By virtue of the kinetic theory by L. Boltzmann [3] and the dimensional analysis (the π-theorem by E. Buckingham [10] ) we come to the final values of pressure p 0 and the mass particle m 0 in the physics space vacuum [11] [12] [13] [14] :
where n-concentration of particles in examining space. Thereby we necessarily introduce with necessarily the ideal gas mass medium to the cosmic space (physical vacuum). This medium can be identified with the mass photon gas or the Dark Matter (DM) of the 20th century or it can also be considered as the classic ether of the 19th century. In the present work for such a medium, the particle structure is based and called Hidden Mass Boson (HMB).
Parameters and Structure of HMB
We determine "perfectly accurate the absolute molecule value" at the given temperature of a gas medium and at the speed of light in vacuum c. Write the dimensionless parameter by E. Buckingham [10] , leading to the state equation of ideal gas
If the finite (no zero) values of the concentration n and the temperature T are known, we can calculate gas pressure value p.
Now we write the second dimensionless parameter 2 that connects pressure, density and characteristic speed of a gas medium
and the third parameter 3 that helps us to estate the mass of the particle ("molecule") (ρ = nm)
So, if taken into account the temperature of gas ideal medium T = 2.725 K, the characteristic light speed c = 2.998 × 10 8 m/s and the adiabatic constant к = 4/3, we have the exact value of m 0 instead of its approach value that formula (3) 
This calculated value m 0 is the mass of HMB-particle of cosmic space. Now we calculate the parameters of this medium for two cases: for the whole Universe, knowing the approximation values its critical density 
Thus, we have come to know the method that was suggested by A. Einstein. In this method "the value k was received by measuring radiation and gives, therefore, N, i.e. perfectly accurate the absolute molecule value" with mass .
0
In this respect, we must make two very important remarks. First, in such approach the virtual emitted Plank resonators have been replaced by real HMB particles. The problem of the radiation transfer will be examined in the next part of our paper. Using fourth dimensionless parameter 
For the free space volume of the Universe from (6) we have the number of the HMB particles that is roughly 2.7 × 10 6 .
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The second remark concerns to the appreciation of value e that was measured with the formula (5) and confirmed by experiment. Calculation of the photon gas radiation pressure , as a given the temperature T 0 can be carried out by traditional way (see, for example, [15] [16] [17] 
This value of the perturbed pressure (in far field ~e p cu   ) is distinguished from its pressure (see [14] )
by the multiplier c. So we have 6 10 Pa p c u
that corresponds to appreciation (5) . In this example we can see analogy with the sound perturbed gas pressure in the far field and the full gas pressure in the source [18] . The sound pressure far from the source of noise is on principle distinguished from the pressure directly inside of the source (this difference is characterized by multiplier which contain the value of the speed of disturbance propagation in this case for sound speed of light c).
It is easy to calculate the gas constant R and the specific heats and We also have the traditional state equation of gas p RT   . Now we examine the problem of the definition for more real the HMB structure. The demand of modeling is particularly important for vacuum polarization [19] , for the displacement current by Maxwell [20] , entering to electrodynamics equations, and for the Umov-Pointing vector of electromagnetic energy flux.
According to [12, 13] , we take the HMB structure as a classical dipole. Proceeding from the appreciations of mass and charge for proton and electron we obtain the liner size of the dipole m and its charge C. The value of the electric dipole moment p = q·l ≈ 3.5 × 10 -48 C·m. In spite of its miniature size we consider that all known properties of electric dipoles are retained. Thus we'll carry out the above mention proper-ties for the vacuum polarization. We write the equation for gas that submits to the Fermi statistics and to the Bose statistics. In this case the dimensionless parameter has form [14, 15] is a quantity of heat energy 3 2kT of particle. Thus, the Bose statistics can be employed for the HMB gas, that we introduced using the dimensional analysis and thermodynamics. The problem of the condensed state of the HMB gas has issues with low temperature and high pressure that can be of interest if it is further examined.
In the offering model of physical vacuum the electronpositron pair birth [21] is simulated by natural way. A creation of this pair came from material medium and not from the emptiness with all conservation law observance: mass, charge, impulse and energy. In our case, a creating of the pair can be interpreted as destruction of a sufficiently large number of dipoles under strong enough electric field.
At the end of this part, we want to show the experimental evidence for the existence of the HMB gas medium. According to the current analysis the propagation velocity of perturbation in vacuum has to depend on the temperature (in particular, from (3) we have c ~ sqrt(T)). Therefore, the speed of light in vacuum с = 2.998 × 10 8 m/s has not been limited. The experiments of [22] clearly demonstrate this fact and allow giving additional experimental confirmation of the conclusions of our research.
Modified Maxwell Equations of Electrodynamics in Free Space
In the medium of physical vacuum being examined the longitudinal and transverse waves will propagate in the electromagnetic field. The system of linear equations, describing the propagation of electromagnetic disturbances can be written in the form [13, 22, 23] 
with the purpose of longitudinal waves modeling into tradition system of electrodynamics equations of a free space, the scalar field e and m were introduced and that represents the density of force lines of electric and magnetic field. The first term in the first equation of the system (10) is a time change of E and the displacement current in vacuum.
q q
The system of Equation (10) describes the propagation of all parameters of disturbances with the same speed c. It is easy to prove, differentiating the first two equations with respect to t: 
E c rot rotE c grad divE t H c rot rotH c grad divH t
          that,
by using the formula of vector analysis
A grad divA rot rotA    leads to the wave equations for the changes E and H
The changes of scalar field q e and q m , as well as scalar and vector potentials of E and H can be also lead to the wave equations.
The system of linear Equations (10) describes the propagation with equal velocities both the longitudinal waves (the wave of compression and rarefaction) and the transverse wave (share wave) in a homogeneous isotropic space. At the same time, the modeling of longitudinal wave is provided by the introduction additionally of the scalar fields q e and q m to the system Maxwell equations. In this connection, we can call the scalar fields q e and q m as fields of density (force lines), connecting with fields E and H. In principle, it is not difficult to examine the case when propagation velocities of longitudinal and transverse waves in the electromagnetic field are different.
Displacement Current, Electromagnetic Energy Flux, Current in a Conductor and Self Inductance
The proposed physical model of vacuum and the suggested structure of the HMB give very clear interpretation of the Maxwell displacement current and the UmovPoynting vector [24] . Firstly, we are reminded of the spread example of necessity to introduce the displacement current to the Ampere's law. For instance, a parallel plate capacitor with circular plates is charged by current I (see Figure 1) . The magnetic field in the point P at a distance r from the conductor can be calculated by Ampere' law
Integrating with respect to the circle we will obtain the magnetic field in the point P is summed current flowing through the surface S. The Ampere's law has to issue for surface S, that is based on the same circle but coming between plates of the capacitor. By adopting this method the availability of current and electric field between the plates of the capacitor, the displacement current is introduced and the Ampere's law has an additional term
The last term was introduced by Maxwell (and was named the displacement current). The physical meaning of the displacement current in our case is the displacement of dipoles of HMB and their re-orientation between the plates of the capacitor. In vacuum (when dielectric is absent) availability of the displacement current between the plates of the capacitor comes to the polarization of real HMB dipoles and we see clean and real physical interpretation of this current. Now we examine the Umov-Poyting vector U of the electromagnetic energy flux. With changing of electric field E within capacitor, its internal volume acquires energy U with velocity
The energy flux is described by the Umov-Poynting vector E B  and has direction from the edges of the plates to inside of the capacitor (Figure 1 ) from its surrounding space. As well as the displacement current in our case (availability of the HMB dipoles) the energy flux of electric field has physical meaning and connects with the moving (flowing) of dipoles from surrounding to inside.
The propagation of current inside the conductor takes place when the incidence of electric potential along the conductor and the availability drops electric field E inside and close to the conductor which in turn is directed alongside the conductor. Availability of the current induced magnetic field B around the conductor is directed on tangent to the circle around the wire. The vectors E and B are perpendicular. There is energy that flows to the inside of the conductor from all sides and which accompanies energy lost by the conductor as heat.
The classic theory shows that electrons take their energy from outside, which means from the energy flux of the outside field to the inside of the conductor. Existed HMBs in electric dipole form are created by the energy flux going to the conductor, which in turn is processing electric current along it more clearly.
The same natural interpretations we get to known phenomena of inductance and self inductance.
The Conservation Laws for Two
Components Electrically Neutral Medium The total equation of energy has little change. Adding (15) to (16) we will obtain: Now we have found the total conservation laws for both component of medium. Now we have found the total conservation laws for both component of medium.
Adding (11) to (12) and (13) to (14) and taking into consideration the assumptions that have been made, the equations of continuity and motion of the one component medium have the next form:
. 
